
represents an alternative to Windows 7 and Windows 10 for many applications. 

It uses the FreeBSD open-source operating system, which is characterized by its 

compact size, stability and performance. In addition, it promises special advan-

tages for use in the automation industry with many useful functions. The familiar 

programming environment of TwinCAT 3 XAE in Visual Studio® is retained.  

A Windows programming computer is still used, which connects to a TwinCAT/

BSD target system via network.

The roots of FreeBSD lie in the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD). This  

operating system was developed by the University of California, Berkeley to 

improve and extend the functionality of the original Unix. In the course of 

this development, an operating system was developed that now contains 

almost no original Unix code and was published under its own license – the 

very permissive BSD license. The resulting FreeBSD project is now used pri-

marily in server infrastructures and embedded systems due to its excellent 

network characteristics and industry-friendly licensing. However, the most 

commercially successful BSD systems are probably Apple's proprietary 

macOS and iOS operating systems, which contain source code derived from 

FreeBSD.

TwinCAT/BSD provides users with many new options in the Beckhoff IPC 

world. As the successor to Windows CE, customers can expect a larger range 

of functions. As an alternative to the large Windows operating systems, fea-

tures from the Unix world offer new possibilities. The robust ZFS file system 

and the tools provided by Beckhoff for the creation of restore points and 

backups guarantee data integrity and stability. The installation of software 

and the updating of the complete system via the Beckhoff Package Manager 

as well as the option to use docker containers provides extra added value in 

comparison with Windows systems. Without a standard desktop, but with a 

lean HTML5 web browser and further options for realizing HMIs, the customer 

is only given what is absolutely necessary for visualization, and the system 

remains streamlined. If necessary, however, the system can be adapted with 

a wide range of software add-ons so that it optimally meets the wishes and 

needs of the customer.

FreeBSD as a reliable and simple-to-use foundation

TwinCAT/BSD positions itself cost-effectively and with a small footprint as more 

than an alternative to the compact Windows CE. In fact, with the properties 

of large operating systems and comprehensive TwinCAT 3 functionality, it also 

With TwinCAT/BSD, an alternative operating system is now 
available for all newer Industrial PC platforms from Beckhoff. 
It combines the TwinCAT runtime with FreeBSD, an industrially 
proven and Unix-compatible open source operating system. 
Supporting ARM CPUs up to Intel® Xeon® processors, a scal-
able platform is available for small Embedded controllers up 
to high-performance IPCs.

Multi-core-capable, Unix-compatible 
operating system for TwinCAT 3 
real-time applications
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Unlike the more well-known Linux, which appears as a kernel in numerous 

distributions such as Ubuntu, Debian or Arch Linux, FreeBSD is not just a 

kernel, but a full-fledged operating system. What the two operating systems 

have in common is their developer community aspect, meaning they are 

continuously developed by a large user base. FreeBSD is led by a core team, 

elected every two years, that sets the key goals for the FreeBSD project. 

Because Linux and FreeBSD are based on the Unix architecture and FreeBSD 

also largely supports the POSIX standard, most well-known Linux programs 

also run on FreeBSD.

In addition to reliability and stability, the extent to which TwinCAT can be 

integrated into the system was important to Beckhoff when selecting the 

underlying operating system. From a technical point of view, Linux is also an 

option as an accompanying system for TwinCAT, but due to the GPL license 

with its copyleft clause, there are considerable legal hurdles. The GPL license 

states that the use and distribution of GPL-licensed programs obligate orga-

nizations to make the source code available to end users. The copyleft clause 

also ensures that software derived from GPL software is also subject to the 

GPL license. As such, Linux would have potentially required TwinCAT, and 

possibly also customer software, to be published under the GPL license. The 

much more business friendly BSD license, on the other hand, allows the ad-

aptation of BSD-licensed code and its distribution without major obligations.

As open-source software, FreeBSD provides the complete source code. Thus, 

TwinCAT was perfectly integrated into the FreeBSD kernel and it was even possi-

ble under certain conditions to improve the familiar, high-performance real-time 

properties of the Beckhoff Windows systems. If necessary, Beckhoff can make 

further changes to the FreeBSD source code and in this way further adapt the 

system to your own needs. This means above all that Beckhoff is independent of 

third parties. This allows a major influence on the system itself as well as on the 

product life cycle, so that your own requirements can be optimally implemented.

Properties of TwinCAT/BSD

TwinCAT/BSD natively supports the ZFS (Z File System). In comparison with 

the Windows file systems NTFS and FAT32, this offers functions that also 

promise advantages for the automation industry. With both conventional file 

systems and ZFS, files are stored in file blocks on the hard disk. Conventional 

file systems edit the file block directly when modifying a file. In the event 

of an unforeseen incident, such as a system crash or power failure, only an 
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TwinCAT/BSD is designed in the long-term to 

be a successor to Windows CE at Beckhoff, 

but it is also suitable in many applications 

as an alternative to the more complex oper-

ating systems Windows 7 and 10.
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various application scenarios are conceivable with TwinCAT/BSD with effective 

Unix rights management.

Beckhoff provides tools for securing TwinCAT/BSD with programs for creating 

backups and restoring the system. By creating restore points, a reset to the 

factory settings is realized that can also be defined by the user. These restore 

points can be accessed even with a system that is no longer bootable, so that a 

previous system state can be restored.

One of the strengths of TwinCAT/BSD is its resource-saving structure. Re-

quiring only about 300 MB for the basic system, it is at a comparable level 

to Windows CE. But TwinCAT/BSD outperforms Windows CE with additional 

functionality. TwinCAT/BSD Multi-core Support with TwinCAT Many-Core 

Control unlocks the full potential of TwinCAT – as was the case from the use 

of the large operating systems. In addition, the porting of all TwinCAT runtime 

functions is planned. Most are already available in a beta version. This com-

prehensive TwinCAT functionality and its planned use on small controllers with 

ARM CPUs up to the large devices with Intel® Xeon® server processors make 

TwinCAT/BSD a powerful control system for all performance classes.

incomplete or corrupted file is usually left behind, which may no longer be 

readable and can thus cause system errors. ZFS edits files according to the 

copy-on-write principle, which means that the data block in question is not 

edited directly, but copied to free hard disk space beforehand. Old data blocks 

remain in existence. Data integrity is maintained in the event of an unforeseen 

incident during a write access. The system is therefore very resistant to power 

outages and system failures.

Another advantage of the copy-on-write method is that snapshots can be 

created by retaining old memory blocks without significant memory consump-

tion. A snapshot – a stored system state – can be generated before updates 

or software testing. If unforeseen problems occur, the system can be reset to 

a previously saved system state. In addition to native RAID, file compression 

and automatically formed checksums across all data blocks, ZFS provides an 

ideal foundation for a robust, data integrity-oriented operating system. In 

addition, TwinCAT/BSD brings with it all the qualities of a modern operating 

system. Current network technologies, comprehensive hardware support and 

the security of a modern Unix system are other notable properties. Like large 

Windows systems, TwinCAT/BSD is also a multi-user system. For example, 
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-bsd

 

Heiko Wilke (see left), Senior Product Manager Embedded PC and Jannis Höwelkröger, 

Product Specialist Embedded PC, both Beckhoff Automation
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eXtended Automation Engineering (XAE)

eXtended Automation Runtime (XAR)

One innovation, even compared to the large operating systems, is 

the post-installation and updating of software via a server hosted by  

Beckhoff. With a simple command, the entire system – including basic sys-

tem, third-party software and TwinCAT – can be brought up to date. It also 

makes security patches easy to install. In addition to TwinCAT, third-party 

software can also be downloaded via the Beckhoff Package Server. For this 

purpose, the official FreeBSD server is mirrored. Although the software pro-

vided in this way is not supported by Beckhoff, the use of only one package 

server simplifies the installation of additional software. Thus, the installation 

of third-party software, such as web servers or databases, is possible in the 

same way as the installation of TwinCAT functions with only one command 

and without further configuration.

User interface, virtualization and security

In 2021, TwinCAT HMI and TwinCAT PLC HMI will also be supported locally on 

the TwinCAT/BSD system. For this purpose, there will be corresponding client 

installation packages, which either install an HTML5 browser in full screen mode 

or the PLC HMI Client. A complete desktop environment is dispensed with in 

favor of compactness and security. The HTML5 web browser enables the diag-

nosis and configuration of the system using the Beckhoff Device Manager al-

ready familiar from Windows without requiring users to work with the FreeBSD 

command line. As usual, the Device Manager also allows remote diagnostics. 

A simple system configuration will be ensured by adding a software manager 

to visualize the management and installation of software, a file manager and 

other new functions.

As a further new function, the TwinCAT runtime can be used alongside docker 

containers on a system. This is not possible on Windows due to the TwinCAT 

architecture and functional principle of the docker. On TwinCAT/BSD, however, 

the native hypervisor allows you to set up a small virtual Linux machine in which 

a docker can be installed. This opens up the entire world of docker containers 

on the TwinCAT/BSD platform to the user. FreeBSD also natively supports so-

called jails, i.e. small isolated environments similar to docker containers. It is a 

lightweight virtualization option in which applications encapsulated in jails can 

run separately from the rest of the system.

Security is also playing an increasingly important role for industrial controllers. 

In order to cater to this aspect, the system is shipped with a minimum of open 

ports and services. Accordingly, the risk potential is minimized. For example, only 

the Secure ADS port is factory equipped, so that only encrypted connections to 

the device are possible. In addition, the integrated PF (Packet Filter) firewall 

offers extensive configuration options even for very demanding environments. 

Continuously provided security patches can be installed quickly and easily via 

the Beckhoff Package Server, as well as fine-grained rights management and the 

small target area typical of Unix systems, all providing an excellent foundation 

for security under TwinCAT/BSD.


